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General review of work 
 

“Emancipation” of sound has given a boost to a number of musical ideas in the XX 

century. A number of composition techniques and authorised musical systems have emerged. 

Steps made towards this direction, in the professional music, are notable and interesting to take 

into account. Any kind of new idea that leads composers towards realisation of their work is 

important for musical life and may be interesting from the point of scientific study. With this 

idea in mind, I am taking a liberty to study analytical research with regard to my own work and 

to study my composition technique that is formed on the basis of my intuition and values. 

In modern culture art fields new syncretisation is a manifestation of a fact that in the 

second half of the XX and in XXI century we can observe among the artists strive towards 

“unified thought”. “Unified thought” means balancing the rational and intuitive” (Kalandadze I. 

“Noo-sphere - to the origins of future science”, 2007: 70). 

“Multi-topophonic” composition technique demends division of the acoustic environment 

by stability segments for sounding (instruments, voice, noise on the stage or hall). In a score is 

included possibility of stability or relativity realization of sounding and performance’s duration. 

The subject of the scientific research is my own “multi-topophonic” composition 

technique that is created in the depth of such type of thinking. The object  of the scientific 

research are my works based on the composition technique mentioned above. 

The term “multi-topophonic” composition technique is a combination of a number of 

foreign words and literally means many sounding places. The explanation the term points to 

existence of criteria that has become the basis of the main principles of the new composition 

technique. Multi (multum) - is a Latin word and means many, multiple. Topo (topos) is a Greek 

word and means place; Phone (phone) - is a Greek word and mean sound, voice; thus, under 

phone we mean sound material, topo means place of the sound material in the whole musical 

cloth, that is spread in the one whole space.  

In my works this composition technique emerged because of my interest in meditative 

aesthetics. By the principles of meditative music the inner-world’s harmony of an artist and a 

listener is important. The inner freedom, self-venturing and general feeling support the influence 

of the nuances and virtual musical expressions on the human bio-resonator at the level of 

feelings. This manifests itself in the acoustic environment created during the performance of a 

piece written in “multi-topophonic” composition technique. 



Free nature and a specific musical relativity are characteristics of “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique which is different from improvisational or even aleatoric concepts. The 

“multi-topophonic” composition technique includes different composition techniques and  

musical systems. We have studied the interaction between different musical systems and 

compostion techniques, which represent not only just a chance, but global and free will 

incarnated in a composition.  

In this work there are analysed different works from the angle interesting to us. I focus 

particularly on III Symphony “Forever and Aye” (from “Divine Bodies”) of the symphonic 

trilogy. Here, compared to other works where the new technique is manifested on a more 

intuitive level, the “multi-topophonic” composition technique is used to its full extent, in more 

conscious manner. 

Research has two main aims: 

1. to observe the process of formation of own composition technique and study on a 

scientific level; 

2. to find its place in the modern composing space and see the perspective. 

To reach the set aims we would need to resolve following issues: 

1. to study the conditions of arising of the “multi-topophonic” composition technique; 

2. to establish the regularity of “multi-topophonic” composition technique; 

3. to select classification and terminology of the characteristics of “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique; 

In order to resolve the research goals we consider addressing the raised issues within the 

united prism of relativity criteria. The subject of the research determined connecting of music to 

radically different science fields. Relying on associative thinking has revealed that there is a 

possibility to analyse metaphorically quite distant from each other issues; this had an impact on 

the a priori form of the discourse.  

Different works of XX century about different composition techniques and musical 

systems were the theoretical basis of our research built upon the “systemic thinking;” Also there 

were used researches in social psychology, philosophy, atomic and nuclear physics, and micro-

biology field. Following scientific literature is worth of particular mentioning: 

1.   Literature on different composition techniques and musical systems of XX century: 

Kogoutek Ts. “Composing Techniques in the Music of XX Century”, 1976; “Theory of Modern 

Composition” (different authors), 2005; 

2.   Literature on meditative music: Zhitomirskii D. V., Leontieva O.T., Mijalo L.G 

Western “Musical Avant-garde after the Second World War”, 1989; 



3.   Literature on musical Notation: Dubinets E. “Signs of Sound”,1999. 

4.   Literature on philosophy of music and aesthetics: Gogiberidze M. “History of 

Philosophy”, Volume I, 1941; Ogolevets A.C. “Introduction to Modern Musical Thinking”, 

1946; Onegger A. O. “About Musical Art”, 1979. Liubimov A. “Portrait of an Artists beyond 

Boundaries, for 60th anniversary of Vladimer Martinov”, Journal “Musical Academy”, 01 April  

2006; Kalandadze I. “Noo-sphere - to the origins of future science”, 2007. Talbot M. “The 

Holographic Universe” http://; Mamisashvili N. “Mystic Anatomy”. 2008 (unpublished 

lectures); 

5.  Works in the field of physics, bio-physics and bio-chemistry field: “Metaphysics of 

Aristotel”, 1964; Mirianashvili M. “Course of General Physics”, 1966; Kometiani P. “Course of 

General Bio-chemistry”, 1971; Miakishev G., Bukhovtsev B. “Physics”, 1988; “Space and Time 

in Music” (compilation of works, issue no 121), 1992.  

Among works important for us was also a work by H. Dufourt on spectral music. Special 

interest aroused G. Grizey’s opinion on shaping of artistic form by means of theatralization and 

visualization of sounds, also his hypothesis about a sound containing information (“Theory of 

Modern Composition” (different authors), 2005: 552).   

Subject of the research has determined interest in works dedicated to the musical space 

and time. Our attention was caught by an article of E. Fedosova “Space and Time Categories in 

Musical Analysis” (“Space and Time in Music” (compilation of works, issue no 121), 1992), 

where the need to widen the empirical basis of musicological methodology with new research 

directions is emphasized. Also it is important to mention the research of E.V. Nazaikinski 

(Nazaikinski. “On psychology of musical perception”.1972: 87) where the mode, harmony, 

melody, form, rhythm are discussed in the prism of the space-time category. 

Our interest in spatial parameters of sound had determined that the A. Einstein’s Theory 

of Relativity is one of the main theoretical bases of this work. 

“Multi-topophonic” composition technique is a novelty in the modern musical thinking 

which extends the influence of relativity principles in music and contains corrected problems of 

sociometry. 

Structure of the work is following: 

Preamble – “Composer’s world. Reservoir of Fantasies and Ideas”;  

Introduction – Justification of the Topic of the Thesis. 

Chapter I - “Pre-conditions of Emerging of “Multi-topophonic” Composition Technique in the 

Art of XIX - XX Centuries”; 



Chapter II - “Ways of Realisation of “Multi-tophophonic” Composition Technique (analytical 

part)”;  

Chapter III - “Notation as a Key to a Musical Idea”; 

Conclusion - Generalisation of the Main Positions of the Research; 

Epilogue – “Atoms Saturated with Musical Information”. 

The examples of  notes, bibliography,  recordings and  tables are annexed to the work. 

We hope that the presented work will help researchers to study the modern music, to 

better understand the phenomenon of composers thinking. Composers, on the other hand, who 

are interested in different composition techniques, could use already established relative order of 

the “multi-topophonic” composition technique that enables them to use their own novelties in the 

chain of criteria characteristic for this technique. From this point, “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique gives unlimited possibilities of using it in different ways. 

The work would be interesting for interpreters who wish to perform the music written 

with the “multi-topophonic” composition technique or for performers who decide to create sound 

in different spatial points. On the one hand, it is connected with creation of virtual associations 

and illusions during performance; on the other hand – with the selection of the place for an 

instrument using the special acoustic calculations; In this way dispersal of sound in space would 

be achieved in real sound. By knowing the “acoustic specifics” of “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique and by feeling, it is possible to distribute sounds in the space and to find 

specific methods of presenting different ways of its spreading. 

 

 

Short summary of the work  
 

In the preamble (“Composer’s world. Reservoir of Fantasies and Ideas”) it is described 

the author’s views on conditions and circumstances for creation of musical works. Human being 

feels intuitively the idea of creation of music and understands it to a certain extent. Intuition of 

an individual is the most direct medium between subconscious and conscious worlds. 

Afterwards, composer’s “psycho” is determined for action that requires quite big energetic stock. 

Only after these processes the logic’s uninterrupted work starts for realisation of conscious idea 

into the communication form characteristic for music. Musical idea, while still in embryo, needs 

ground to grow, perfect and implement - the composing technique, style, musical system, etc.- 

are needed. 

In the Introduction we justify the topic of the thesis. 



In Chapter I (“Pre-conditions of Emerging of “Multi-topophonic” Composition 

Technique in the Art of XIX - XX Centuries”) there is explained the term of the “multi-

topophonic” composition technique. There are considered several important events of XIX and 

XX century preceded creation of the “multi-topophonic” composing technique.  

I. Increase of the role of visual inception in the art of XX century, namely, visualisation 

of music. Visualisation of music has helped certain syncretic genres to emerge in arts. We 

consider that visualisation of music is possible through three different ways:  

First is that colour got connected with timbre, at certain cases - with a pitch of a sound. 

This has created timbral spots. A colourful or timbral music was born, following a wish to fix the 

spreading of a sound trajectory by means of coloured light.  

Secondly, while searching for common points for music and visual art, they have found 

video-installation form, which clearly pointed to the similarity between these art forms and 

established a new genre - multi-media. 

Thirdly, visualisation of music also is seeing the music by means of imagination, in 

virtual terms. This includes a wish to see - sound’s internal structure (spectrum music), trajectory 

of its spread, sound material that is distributed in different layers of space, balance in the 

sounding. 

II. Intuitive and metaphoric generalisation of regularities in art that is peculiar for atom’s nature; 

III. Spectrum music, where essence of micro- and macro-worlds of sound participate in the 

creative process; 

IV. Some peculiarities of meditative art; 

• on the basis of meditative music there was created a kind of acoustic effect - virtual 

harmony. 

• rhythmical modules of the phrases that are distributed in different spatial layers have 

created notion of separate orbits and psycho-time’s of musical materials, that in its turn 

originates from a different kind of meditative music - peculiarities of intuitive music. 

• transferring mathematical or principles of other sciences as regularities to create 

musical composition. 

Analysis of all these points lead us to the re-activation of syncretic thinking in musical 

art. We could form an artistic pattern from a musical idea which is born in the depth of syncretic 

thinking by means of “multi-topophonic” composition technique. This, in its turn will reveal the 

syncretic forms and genres of artistic patterns - exhibition-symphony. Opera - exhibition, theatre 

of holograms, etc. that is connected to subconscious need to unify art forms. 



“Multi-topophonic” composition technique tries to see common points with different art 

fields for harmonious unification of existing different phenomena. That is why it applies to 

regularities that is peculiar to atoms’ nature. Because it is the nature of atom to be in the common 

atomic chaos, to merge with other atoms and to get transformed, but at the same time to save the 

primary information. It is a standard phenomenon to understand music by means of feeling, 

although understanding of the sound in the micro- and macro-nature of sound brings into our 

conscious the invisible world at the level of virtual and illusory feelings. Thus, visual 

associations in the “multi-topophonic” composition technique that build the formation of virtual 

sounding in our feelings, is exactly what creates a meditative mood.  

In the Chapter II (“Ways of Realisation of “Multi-tophophonic” Composition 

Technique”) by analysis of own works we research the process of formation of “multi-

topophonic” composition technique where the peculiar musical dramaturgy, composition, form 

texture, instrumentarium, etc are created. Essence of the “multi-topophonic” composition 

technique is correlation of multiple times in one or different spaces, what we have called “poli-

t”1. Here mode, harmony, melody, form, rhythm are considered from the new understanding – in 

a spatial-time category. Melody is considered to be an object of time’s materialisation – 

“intonation space” with all indicators2. Here also emerges “sound material” that fills this 

“intonation space”. Unique continuous movement of atoms has become the basis of idea of 

distribution of musical material into different points of acoustic space. Autonomy of points in 

the acoustic space determines emergence of planes of musical space. There are created 

different texture layers in the spatial planes. Each textured layer that occupies one “intonation 

space”, is different from other layers by its own “sound material”. Musical elements that create 

form of the work also undergo special modification. There is created virtual harmony, 

rhythmic modulation, and acoustic net. Such meaning of space and time has created new 

notions mainly in those three categories that are necessary criteria for structuring of form and 

texture. 

• Compositional draft: phase and astronomic time; spatial planes and psycho-times; 

texture layers and – micro-times; 

• Tempo-rhythm and “intonation space”: rhythmic “abstractness” and modulation; 

tempo and absolute stativity; “sound material” (cluster and harmonious accords); 

• Texture and instrumentarium: acoustic net; plastics of movement of sound; acoustic 

resistance; virtual wall of sound; non-sounding categories; acoustic anti-gravity.  

                                                            
1 Existence of multiple times with difference pulsations during same time 
2 Height, rhythm, timber spectrum, acoustic location of sound, etc. 



Thus there exist two kinds understanding of sounding points in the “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique: textured and acoustic ones. 

1. Textured means development of musical material in independent spatial layers of the 

composing part of works. This creates a texture peculiar to this composing technique; 

2. Acoustic means defining-distribution of location of musical material in an environment 

(building) where music will sound. 

 Later the two kinds of understanding of points have merged and there were created points 

made sound by means of   textured-acoustic parameters. 

At the first stage of formation of “multi-topophonic” composition technique an important 

role is given to formation of textured layers – on the basis of this there are created micro-times 

peculiar for each layer, i.e. each textured layer has its independent indicator for tempo-rhythm. 

Later there was revealed tendency for division of musical space into planes in a musical work. 

Division of musical space into planes was determined by creation of acoustic points. Later there 

were established score for locating instruments and compositional draft.  

Detailed description of the characteristics of “multi-topophonic” composition technique 

was done through examples of piano piece “Panorama”, a cappella “Poet” and multimedia 

“Prism”. 

The musical visualisation peculiar to my works is the main reason for emerging of 

“multi-topophonic” composition technique. There are different means of visualising music: 

• Perception of intonation or sonoric sounding  as visual analogues is a well-known 

method from the associative point. It is almost in all works and is merged with other 

methods of visualisation of music. As an example, we have analysed micro-oratory 

“Hymns of Repentance” for organ.  

• Signs of performance and happening: “Echo”, “Kopala –XXI”, “Spiral of Wisdom”, 

“Cosmos of Music”. 

• Creation of music in literature forms and genres: “Polyphonic Verses”, “Proverbs”, 

short stories “Seven Wonders of World”, novel “Sound and Fury”. 

• An attempt of ‘translating’ paintings and iconography technique into musical 

language: “Frescos”, “Winter in the Mountain”, “Portraits”. 

• Multimedia genre: “Idea of God – Spheres”. 

• Uniting lighting and plastics in sound-acoustic aspect: ballet “Radiance”, satura 

“Prism”, symphony “Forever and Aye”. 

• Instrumental theatre: “666”, “Wax Tears”, “Meeting”, “Voice of a Preacher in the 

Desert”, micro-opera/exhibition “Wondering Souls”. 



We have also analysed I symphony from a symphony trilogy “Heavenly Bodies” and II 

symphony “Yin & Yang”. Detailed description of III symphony “Forever and Aye” was made. 

Its analysis gives us a possibility to establish the ways of creation of work in ‘multi-topophonic’ 

composition technique. The work was written for mixed quire, orchestra, electronic music and 

lighting. Christian religious symbols have become the basis for symphony. 

Way I – preparation of compositional draft – represents a plan for distribution of 

musical material in real time. 

Way II – is combining two different scores. Main score of  “Cross,” “Cube”, “Pyramid”, 

lighting and sound mastering scores. 

Way III – filling “intonation space” with “sound material” means creation of musical 

material, on the basis of which there is built the whole construction of composition. “Sound 

material” consists of sounding tones, microtones (quarter, eighth, third, etc. tones) that are 

difficult to distinguish by ear and harmonics (overtones) existing in acoustic space. Virtual 

harmony and their combinations are created in the acoustic layers by interaction of microtones 

and harmonics. There are two kinds of harmony in the “multi-tophophonic” composition 

technique: atmospheric and virtual. 

Harmony that sounds in objective reality and is received by means of combining 

combinations of tone and micro-tone is an atmospheric harmony. 

There are two types of chords in atmospheric harmony – harmonious, the function of 

which is to develop the harmony line in “intonation space” and cluster, which functionally is a 

sonorous spot where sounds are indicated by means of pitches. 

Harmony that sounds in virtual (that can manifest in appropriate conditions) reality is a 

virtual harmony and is received as a result of interaction of microtones and harmonics. 

Acoustic plastics are called trajectories of the movement of microtones or harmonics in 

acoustic layers; their nod we call acoustic net. Virtual harmony is created by means of 

acoustic plastics, which is a result of interaction of sounds harmonics that exist in atmospheric 

harmony. As a result there is created virtual acoustic wall visibility of which we provoke by 

means of light of trajectory of movement of tones. 

There are two different kinds of modulation in the ‘multi-topophonic’ composition 

technique: rhythmic that is achieved by musical material in one textured layer in parallel to the 

musical material played in that time slot, which, in the firsts layer micro-time pulsation is the 

weakest among the pulse beats. Tone diffusion, where atomic microtones are mixed and the 

conditions that are placed in different acoustic layers change. 



Way IV – distribution of musical material in the astronomic and psycho-times. There are 

two kinds of times in the works: astronomic and psycho. 

Astronomic time helps to generate distribution in real-time of structurally big and small 

parts of forms during horizontal division of works and also to regulate balance of ensemble as 

well that also causes concurrence of scores. 

Spatial combinations conforms regulate vertical division in works; it creates basis of 

movement for distribution of musical material i.e. spatial planes, that have psycho-times 

independent from each other. There is created “multi-spatial polyphony”, or “poli-t” by 

layering those. 

 There are three spatial planes with independent psycho-times3 in the works to be 

analysed. In the existing spaces there are created numerous textured layers with their own micro-

times. Overlapping of existing dynamic and agogic nuances in different spatial planes causes 

and intensifies the feeling of differentiated tempo-rhythm between the layers; this becomes the 

basis for losing astronomic time and getting illusion of stativity. 

 Way V – definition of tempo-rhythm of work is made by means of psycho-times and 

regulation the layering of micro-times, what is reflected in change of dynamics and statics in 

‘multi-topophonic’ composition technique. Method of layering psycho-times is based on the 

principle of rhythmic “abstraction”, which is achieved by means of isolating sound, phrases 

or motive links, i.e. by “petrifacion” of last duration in one layer. This is almost an analogue of 

a fermata in other dimension. The fermata includes the duration + its half; “petrifacion” duration 

can be shortened or prolonged. It is not counted, it stays “abstract” in its layer. 

 Astronomic time regulates unchanged pulsar of tempo. Tempo itself is divided into 

layers, which are placed in micro- and psycho-times. Making the tempo faster or slower in the 

layers is done by means of timbre dynamics, rhythmic draft and at the cost of changing 

durations. We come across to the following ration of tempo in the works – astronomical tempo, 

then tempo of psycho-times, then tempo of textured layers of micro-times, as a result of which, 

in the end, we achieve “absolute stativity”. 

 Way VI – this is acoustic means of distribution of music in space and new understanding 

of instrumentarium. By means of placing instruments differently and using methods of creating a 

form mentioned above an acoustic net of a work is created. Acoustic distribution of orchestra 

and unusual timbre dramaturgy peculiar for works create an original texture. Timbre dramaturgy 

is subordinated to sound movement plastics or trajectory of spreading of the sound in the 

acoustic net. Acoustic friction means in conditions of simultaneous sounding un-mixing of 

                                                            
3 Psycho-times, like psycho-videos mean a phenomenon of  illusory origins, where perception of time-frequency is individual. 



different timbre colours put through one spatial condition.In general, music is static in the work 

“Forever and Aye”, activating of dynamic processes takes place inside the musical material. 

Listeners follow inner acoustic plastics and “holo” effect is created. That is why musical 

stativity is not felt so sharply by listeners. 

 Pseudo-timbre dramaturgy creates a tool peculiar for building up a virtual wall, as well as 

opportunity for destroying it too. The latter reveals, the opportunity for using non-sonorous (non-

sounding) categories in musical composition which organically merge with other elements 

creating a form. We can bring an example of perception of music by means of light and colour, 

where illusion of sound is created with rhythmic combination of lights in the complete darkness. 

Listeners experience acoustic anti-gravity while being in the field area of the sound of works 

sounding on the background of temporary silence. This keeps (maintains) the ability to continue 

listening to music and at the same time rhythmic draft of colourful lights helps to provoke this. 

 Way VII – defining the performer’s resource by different functions. In the “multi-

topophonic” composition technique a condition of a performer is often quite specific. In specific 

cases conductor is equipped with computer equipment – specially created conductor’s remote 

which connects him to instrumentalists, who are equipped with headphones - by means of which 

he gives them verbal directives. We define such a condition – as a conductor’s separation.There 

are no specific standards for to notate works written by “multi-topophonic” composition 

technique, we can use any kind of notation. 

 Chapter III (“Notation as a Key to a Musical Idea”) is dedicated to description of 

different kinds of notation characteristic for “multi-topophonic” composition technique and 

classification at the example of own works. Notation is writing down music by using the “note”, 

a communication tool for transferring musical idea and sometimes one of the necessary 

conditions for fulfilling the composer’s ideas. For “multi-topophonic” composition technique it 

is quite typical to mix notations, but it is also not excluded that there are used separately 

graphics, verbal notations, notations in form of a table and etc.. In “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique notation is just another way of visualising music. 

 In the conclusion we create rules needed to create works in “multi-topophonic” 

composition technique that we have established during our research and we make classification 

of terminology characteristic to “multi-topophonic” composition technique mentioned above.In 

the dissertation we have discovered new tendencies characteristic to composition technique 

while analysing the own works and observing the whole artistic process. During the research 

there were established certain regularities, on the basis of which we conclude that as a result of 

discussing and learning these signs there was established an idea of existence of new 



composition technique. In the new technique an important factor is placing musical material 

in different textured layers i.e. placing in sounding acoustic points. Sounding points are 

located in the musical spaces divided into planes. Their layering takes place by means of 

special psycho-times and micro-times. Because of these main signs we have defined the new 

composition technique as “multi-topophonic”one (multiple sounding places). 

 In order to find out reasons for origins of “multi-topophonic” composition technique we 

have reviewed those important criteria that were common for works. Thus we have concluded 

that process of visualisation of  music is characteristic for the all creative works, on the basis of 

which author strives intuitively towards integrating other fields of art and creates syncretic forms 

of art because syncretic thinking is peculiar to meditative art. That is why  we have discussed 

principles of meditative music and have connected some of them with characteristics of  “multi-

topophonic” composition technique.  

In the composing processes taking place in musical cultures of XX – XXI centuries we 

have paid attention to those events, which to our consideration, were important for creating 

perspectives for emerging of “multi-topophonic” composition technique. In order to make 

peculiarity of “multi-topophonic” composition technique more clear, for the purpose of 

comparison, we have discussed different composition techniques that are the most conceptually 

close to it. We have concluded that novelties noted in the “multi-topophonic” composition 

technique where connected with invisible lines with Scriabin’s orchestral music, art of 

pointillism and happenings; those very events that fostered bearing of multimedia. 

Thus, “multi-topophonic” composition technique is one of the rings in the chain of 

development of musical life. It is one of the demonstrations of syncretic thinking in art, where 

despite of dominance of music, different spheres of art also actively take part in the whole 

creative processes. 

“Multi-topophonic” composition technique was naturally born in the epochal informative 

field and is concurrent with objective reality. From its turn, it attempts to answer humankind 

questions raised in modernity from the aesthetic-artistic points. Therefore, parallel is drawn with 

science and other spheres of culture, in order not to be out of the general context of development 

of humankind, which leads us to “united thinking”. 

In the epilogue (“Atoms Saturated with Musical Information”) we offer our suggestions 

about influence of micro- and macro-worlds on music, and vice versa – influence of music on 

them. There is also discussion of theory of D. Bohm. He believes that the world is a “super-

hologram” and the aim of the particles of atoms is to have perpetual contact with each other and 



at any distance to send back and forth mystic signals. Atoms have a capacity to remember and 

they can find each other by means of common information despite the distance between them. 

Time for existence of separate atoms is fluctuating between few seconds to billion years, until 

they become victims of dissolution.  Therefore, in the world there exist atoms containing 

information about certain authors’ works, which are collected during sounding of their music in 

that acoustic environment, where sounding music has a special function of a signal. Sounding 

charged atoms illuminate creative energy, that is transformed into emotive energy, while we 

listen to them. 
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